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Legend
Plan Names
- 1-Highway City Neighborhood Specific Plan (1998)
- 2-Sun Garden Acres Specific Plan (1968)
- 3-Dakota/First Specific Plan (1970)
- 4-Tower District Specific Plan (1990)
- 5-Yosemite School Area Specific Plan (1988)
- 6-Fulton Corridor Specific Plan (2016)
- 7-Butler/Willow Specific Plan (1971)
- 8-North Ave Industrial Triangle Specific Plan (1973)
- 9-Southwest Fresno Specific Plan (2017)
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Source: City of Fresno, Planning and Development Department. Disclaimer: This map is believed to be an accurate representation of the City of Fresno GIS data, however we make no warranties either expressed or implied for correctness of this data.